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The dating world is an endless competition. You’re constantly
up against crowds of girls launching themselves at the same
guys as you. But worst of all, you’re up against yourself.

Last Wednesday, June 13, 2012, SingleEdition hosted a UStream
broadcast with relationship coach Rori Raye about standing
out, getting noticed and experiencing a real summer love.
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Raye focuses on teaching you to have the relationship YOU want
and gives some great tips on doing just that. Her leading
piece of advice? “Actually fall in love with the way you are
right now, even if you think you made mistakes.” Then, you
will see that finding love is easy.

How can you stand out in a group of women?

According to Raye, there are four roads you can take in a
relationship. Three of them are most commonly used, but they
are the wrong ones.

Related Link: How to Ease Your Nerves Before A Blind Date

What are these three wrong roads?

The Physical: This road refers to focusing too much on your
body and sexuality. Getting too involved with what you look
like makes you a sexual competitor, which means you are not
viable for a relationship. As Raye explains, “Men are used to
women being really provocative now,” and that makes it too
easy for them to get what they want and dismiss any notion of
a relationship. “It gets you the booty call” but prevents any
type of romance from developing.

The Mental: The second road means discovering what you have in
common.The common ground, says Raye, isn’t important except
for the core values you share: honesty, being a good person,
wanting  a  relationship.  What  you  both  like  in  the  world,
according to Raye, is irrelevant. Connecting with a man’s
brain “creates a friendship, but he will not feel connected
emotionally.”

The Energetic: Too many women make the mistake of finding a
spiritual bypass — using the mantra that “you’re angry, but
you’re above that”. Being a reasonable woman, making excuses
and closing yourself off is only going to keep you cold and
unable to express your true feelings, making dating miserable.

http://cupidspulse.com/blind-date-relaxation-tips/


The fourth road is one that Raye says we’ve been told to
avoid. However, it’s the right one.

Related Link: Five Top Tips On How to Find “The One”

The Emotional: If you key into your feelings and share them,
you can show a man that you have the ability to be in touch
with  yourself  emotionally.  “The  second  he  can  feel  your
openness,” says Raye, “he’s going to open up” and fall in love
with you.

Raye believes that if you open your heart and have a warm
personality, a guy will make a beeline for you.

There are specific, effective ways to communicate to a man
your interest without chasing him. To learn how to do this so
that a man will feel inspired to pursue you, subscribe to
Rori’s  free  e-newsletter.  You’ll  discover  a  completely
different way of expressing yourself that will get you a man’s
full attention and interest.
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